
Standox supports bodyshop owners with professional consulting services
Bodyshops that want to ensure their long-term future must constantly deliver superior refinish
results and work at the highest level of professionalism. But in today’s market, it takes even
more to run a successful bodyshop. In addition to the necessary technical skills, bodyshops
must also have substantial business management know-how.

Global refinish coating brand Standox not only offers bodyshops premium coating systems and
practical training, but also an extensive range of consulting services, available under the
banner of Standox Consulting. Standox is currently training its consultants to optimise further
the range of services on offer.

“You may be aware that your business could do better, but from inside an organisation it is
often difficult to tell where the problems lie,” says Olaf Adamek, Standox EMEA Brand
Manager. “Professional external consulting advice can, therefore, be very helpful. Our range of
services is designed to increase bodyshops’ competitiveness in the long-term,” Adamek adds.

The practical consulting modules available from Standox are grouped into Marketing and
Sales, Product and Process, Information and Communication Technology, Management and
Organisation, Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) and Distribution. Each one helps
bodyshop owners to identify potential for improvement in all operational areas. They also
provide the required technical and entrepreneurial knowledge to exploit this potential. Each
module can flexibly be combined w ith the others to match the requirements of individual
bodyshops. For more information on Standox Consulting, please contact your local Standox
representative.
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Measure colours quickly and directly on the vehicle body.

Standoblue

Technology that works for you.

Classic Colour Partner

Increase revenue and offer an exclusive service.
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Standox, one of the global refinish coating brands from Axalta Coating Systems, is one of
Europe’s leading automotive refinish brands. From its headquarters in Wuppertal, Germany,
the brand delivers high-quality results through its innovative product systems and superior
paint technology. Standox provides premium product quality and in-depth consultancy to
continue to build enduring relationships w ith its worldw ide customers. Approvals from all
major car manufacturers reflect the brand’s position as a leading partner to the automotive
industry. Standox gives professional refinishers the assurance of perfect results every time.
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